
Paranormal Rhetorics 

Course Description: 

This undergraduate introductory course examines the rhetorical and literacy practices 

involved in the construction and circulation of texts describing paranormal beliefs and 

experiences. In a contemporary literacy and media culture of Slenderman, creepypasta, popular 

professional and amateur ghost hunters, and so on, Michael Kinsella writes, “[c]ommunication 

technologies allow us to see more clearly how the reciprocity between experience and tradition 

results in the ongoing construction of what we call the supernatural” (147). These experiences 

and stories that shape through their circulation what we call supernatural is no less significant 

when it occurs in online spaces as Jeffrey Tolbert writes these expressions of paranormal 

experience are a “conscious expression of a culture shared among a particular group of people, 

which bears special significances that depend in part on an understanding of the group context in 

which the expressive culture arises” (8). Moreover, the composition and circulation of texts of 

paranormal experiences are culturally and rhetorically situated and show a great deal of the 

values of a culture or community, their understanding of knowledge and meaning, and the values 

of particular literacy practices. 

 This course investigates rhetorical dimensions and literacy practices of supernatural and 

paranormal texts of paranormal experience; the meaning-making processes imbricated in the 

composition, preservation, and circulation of paranormal texts; and the values in and cultural 

situation of supernatural and paranormal beliefs and texts within different communities and 

contexts. To do this, students will analyze representations and examinations of paranormal 

experiences in both broader media and scholarship with a rhetorical lens, as well as compose 

reflective and analytical texts surrounding a topic related to paranormal rhetorics of their choice 

that they will develop throughout the semester. Students will be able to compose in multiple 

genres and modalities, such as research essays, podcasts, video essays, and composing for 

various online communities. In doing so, students will compose each piece with attention to how 

the genres are culturally-situated and to the audiences and stakeholders involved in each 

composition to help think through the literacy, meaning-making, and knowledge-building 

practices involved. 

 This class asks how and what do we know or can we know about paranormal experiences 

and the communities that compose texts of paranormal experiences, how para/normal and 

super/natural are rhetorical and value-laden designations, and how paranormal experiences and 

texts participate in and help shape culture and how these texts illuminate how meaning is made 

in communities. As Andrea Kitta suggests “we regard supernatural experience as ‘less real’ than 

other types of experience [because] we don’t often share them in the same way as we do with 

‘typical experiences’” in that “we do not experience the interaction between the experience and 

the feelings related to it with others” (67). Inquiry into paranormal rhetorics asks how we assign 

meaning and compose meaning when the experiences we have or that texts communicate are not 

shared in the same way. This inquiry into the composition and circulation of paranormal 

experiences engages questions of how knowledge is made and decided, how evidence and 

knowledge-claims are made, how meaning is made in culturally-situated ways. 
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